New ways of WASH in schools

Modern and playful behaviour change

World Water Week
23 AUG - 1 SEP 2022
Seeing the unseen: The value of water

Wednesday, August 24
20:00–21:20 CEST, online
BREAKOUT SESSIONS

24th of August 2022 | 20:00–21:20 (CET) | online

(A not so serious) strategic WASH board game
Dennis Wolter, Viva con Agua Germany

Water classroom – new online learning platform
Monica Isacu, Aquademica

Sports & arts – Universal Languages For Behaviour Change (UL4BC)
Berna Namwanje, Viva con Agua Uganda

Compendium on Water and Sanitation Safety Planning (WSSP)
Brixhilda Gurakuqi, Woman in Development
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